FNGUN

Internal ballistics modelling

SYSTEMS AND ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

In partnership with QinetiQ
FNGUN is a validated, easy-to-use, commercially available software suite for the analysis of internal ballistics. The FNGUN software suite has been developed by Frazer-Nash, in partnership with other leading industry experts, to incorporate elements at the forefront of research whilst remaining easy to use.

FNGUN is used by government and industrial R&D facilities worldwide, and has been successfully applied to gun systems ranging from small-calibre firearms, through mortars and grenade launchers, to howitzers and tank guns.

Frazer-Nash provides full training and support for FNGUN and offers consultancy services in internal ballistics analysis.

**The benefits of internal ballistic modelling**

Good internal ballistics design requires an intimate understanding of the inner workings of a gun chamber. What happens inside the chamber directly affects the safety, structural integrity, efficiency and performance of a gun system. Without modelling the complex combustion processes inside the chamber using internal ballistics software such as FNGUN, the only sources of information to the designer are test firings and prototype designs.

Computational methods offer greater flexibility in the design process, allowing the ballistician to quickly carry out ‘what if’ analyses, and check the robustness of a design’s performance to variations in structural or loading parameters. Using such methods the design process becomes faster, cheaper and easier.

**CAPTURE MORE DATA**

With a computational model you can obtain information about the chamber conditions at any location and time – you are not restricted by the limitations of physical measurement devices.

**INVESTIGATE ‘WHAT IF’ SCENARIOS**

Developing a computational model of your system is an easy way to investigate ‘what if’ scenarios – ‘what if we change the number of charge modules?’, ‘what if ignition fails to occur at the right time?’ Where such investigations may be expensive or even impossible to test with prototypes, a computational model allows you to easily carry out analyses.

**MAKE DESIGN CHANGES QUICKLY AND EASILY**

Whether you want to see if you can achieve the same performance with a different shape of projectile, or investigate the effect of fluctuations in charge size, making changes to your design in a computational model is quick and easy.

**REDUCED TIME-TO-MARKET FOR NEW PRODUCTS**

All of these benefits combined will cut your development costs and deliver a reduced time-to-market for new products.
FNGUN – the internal ballistics analysis suite

FNGUN comprises one- and two-dimensional software packages, FNGUN1D and FNGUN2D, both of which enable the user to carry out fast and accurate internal ballistics analyses with validated solvers and a user-friendly interface. These packages are complementary, with FNGUN1D often used in preliminary analysis, and FNGUN2D used for further analysis as the design process develops.

The software is supplied with tailored on-site training, technical support and a library of typical gun system components and examples. This ensures that new users can immediately obtain the maximum benefit from these powerful tools. Both software packages have been developed to international software quality standards – ISO 9001 and TickIT plus.

Applications of the FNGUN internal ballistics suite

THE INTERNAL BALLISTICS CONSULTANCY SERVICES

As well as training and support in using our software, we offer consultancy services in the internal ballistics analysis of gun systems.

WHICH SOFTWARE PACKAGE: FNGUN1D OR FNGUN2D?

The choice of when to use FNGUN1D or FNGUN2D depends on both the complexity of the gun system and the features being investigated.

If you are looking for an estimate of muzzle velocity or peak pressure, and your system geometry is relatively simple, then FNGUN1D may be sufficient for your needs. More complex models and analyses require FNGUN2D, particularly when considering complex ignition effects.

Often the best approach is to use a combination of FNGUN1D and FNGUN2D to balance high-fidelity (in 2D) analysis with rapid design iterations (in 1D).

FULL TRAINING AND SUPPORT TAILORED TO YOUR PROGRAMME

We provide training and support in how to effectively model your system in FNGUN. With over 20 years experience in internal ballistics modelling, our experts can provide bespoke advice on how to make the most of FNGUN software tools through a combination of training and support tailored to your requirements.

Training courses range from 2 days to a full week and can be delivered at your offices in order to engage the maximum number of your staff. We will tailor each course to your project requirements. Course subjects include:

- General principles of internal ballistics modelling
- Modelling best practice
- Use of the FNGUN software to model your systems
- Maximising efficiency and fidelity: using FNGUN1D and FNGUN2D in parallel

In addition, we offer support options ranging from telephone and e-mail support through to regular training and support tailored to your requirements.

Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uses</th>
<th>Overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimates of muzzle velocity and peak pressure for variations in the total charge or projectile mass.</td>
<td>1D (or ‘lumped parameter’) codes such as IBHVG2 give an estimate of muzzle velocity and peak pressure. They assume a uniform propellant bed, and use only mean values for chamber pressure and temperature. Thus they do not model pressure waves or flame spread.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D codes, such as FNGUN1D, model axial gas flow in the chamber, making the analysis of pressure waves and charge motion possible; for non-uniform charge densities, the muzzle velocity and pressure distributions are more accurate than 0D.</td>
<td>A 2D code, such as FNGUN2D, models both axial and radial gas flows; this results in a more accurate simulation of the system, and permits the high-fidelity analysis of complex processes such as multi-stage ignition in modular charge systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modelling axial pressure waves, gas flow constraints, multi-stage ignition, non-uniform or multi-propellant charges.</td>
<td>Complex ignition trains, radial charge layouts, high–low pressure systems, perforated primers (pizzolo tubes).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPLICATIONS

The FNGUN software can be used to analyse a wide range of weapon calibres and types; systems which can be modelled include:

- Small arms, including Cased Telescoped Ammunition (CTA)
- Medium-calibre weaponry and bayonet primers
- Mortars and other high–low pressure systems
- Modular Charge Systems (MCS)
- Tank guns and major artillery

INTERNAL BALLISTICS CONSULTANCY SERVICES

As well as training and support in using our software, we offer consultancy services in the internal ballistics analysis of gun systems.

Uses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uses</th>
<th>FNGUN2D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High–low pressure systems, perforated primers (pizzolo tubes).</td>
<td>Modelling axial pressure waves, gas flow constraints, multi-stage ignition, non-uniform or multi-propellant charges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modelling axial pressure waves, gas flow constraints, multi-stage ignition, non-uniform or multi-propellant charges.</td>
<td>Complex ignition trains, radial charge layouts, high–low pressure systems, perforated primers (pizzolo tubes).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EASY-TO-USE INTERFACE

FNGUN features easy-to-use graphical user interfaces which run on the Windows® operating system, providing a user-friendly environment in which to build, analyse, compare and improve your gun system designs. Model runtime is in the order of seconds (FNGUN1D) or a few hours (FNGUN2D) on a standard desktop.

Within FNGUN, our component-based approach to gun system design allows the user to easily build up a library of reusable gun system components, vary aspects of their design, and solve a wide range of designs using the FNGUN1D and FNGUN2D solvers. FNGUN also comes with a fully integrated post-processor, employing the powerful features of Tecplot® for FNGUN2D.

FNGUN supports a wide range of built-in propellant geometries, and allows the user to define their own grain geometry and properties.

VALIDATED INTERNAL BALLISTICS AND THERMAL SOLVERS

FNGUN has been continually improved over the past 20 years. The current version represents decades of expertise in development and validation, with FNGUN2D incorporating the well-respected QIMIBS solver developed by QinetiQ.

Systems which FNGUN has been successfully validated against firing data include:

- Small and medium-calibre systems
- 81mm and 120mm mortar
- 120mm direct fire
- 105mm and 155mm indirect fire

FNGUN also includes a thermal solver for modelling barrel heating, which has been validated for medium-calibre and mortar systems.

APPLICABLE TO A WIDE RANGE OF GUN SYSTEMS

The FNGUN software can be used to analyse a wide range of weapon calibres and types; systems which can be modelled include:

- Small arms, including Cased Telescoped Ammunition (CTA)
- Medium-calibre weaponry and bayonet primers
- Mortars and other high–low pressure systems
- Modular Charge Systems (MCS)
- Tank guns and major artillery

Mortars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mortars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modelling axial pressure waves, gas flow constraints, multi-stage ignition, non-uniform or multi-propellant charges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex ignition trains, radial charge layouts, high–low pressure systems, perforated primers (pizzolo tubes).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CTA & Small arms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CTA &amp; Small arms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modelling axial pressure waves, gas flow constraints, multi-stage ignition, non-uniform or multi-propellant charges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex ignition trains, radial charge layouts, high–low pressure systems, perforated primers (pizzolo tubes).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Direct fire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct fire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modelling axial pressure waves, gas flow constraints, multi-stage ignition, non-uniform or multi-propellant charges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex ignition trains, radial charge layouts, high–low pressure systems, perforated primers (pizzolo tubes).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FNGUN internal ballistics suite – technical overview

FNGUN1D
FNGUN1D is a one-dimensional two-phase flow CFD solver which offers greatly increased capability over lumped parameter codes. Its features include:

- Modelling of axial pressure waves in the chamber
- Charge designs consisting of many different types and make-up of propellant can be modelled
- Modelling of complex ignition processes with separate igniter and propellant components
- Modelling of moving charges
- Many supported propellant geometries (including slotted tube and 7- or 19-hole tube)
- User-defined grain geometries for novel or non-ideal grains
- User-defined propellant properties vs. regression distance for retardants
- Erosive burning and implicit ignition of grains by heat transfer for improved flame-front modelling
- Runtimes of around 1 minute on a standard desktop

FNGUN1D has been successfully applied to the analysis of a wide variety of gun systems, including small-calibre ammunition, tank ammunition and simple mortar models and Modular Charge Systems.

FNGUN THERMAL MODULE
A thermal module for analysing heat transfer to the barrel is available as part of the FNGUN suite. The thermal model can be used to assess:

- Impact of battlefield day on barrel durability
- Cook-off limits
- Gun tube heating and cooling rates
- The effect of different propellant composition

The thermal model has been validated for medium-calibre and mortar systems.

FNGUN2D
FNGUN2D is especially well suited to modelling the complex ignition trains in mortar and Modular Charge Systems (MCS), and those incorporating radial venting features such as piccolo tubes; it has been successfully applied to the analysis of Cased Telescoped Ammunition (CTA).

FNGUN2D includes the well-respected QIMIBS solver developed by QinetiQ; its features expand on those of FNGUN1D and include:

- A two-dimensional, two-phase flow FCD solver
- (QIMIBS), for modelling radial flow (see below)
- More complex ignition models, such as Piccolo tubes and MCS
- Improved modelling of propellant bed movement and compaction
- Runtimes of just a few hours on a standard desktop

FNGUN2D is especially well suited to modelling the complex ignition trains in mortar and Modular Charge Systems (MCS), and those incorporating radial venting features such as piccolo tubes; it has been successfully applied to the analysis of Cased Telescoped Ammunition (CTA).
To find out more about our work and how we can add value to your business, email fngun@fnc.co.uk or visit our website:

www.fnc.co.uk